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Saturday print readership  
of The Times 

1m

agree they tend to go for 
premium brands

39%

are likely to take action after 
seeing adverts in this section

34%

believe it is worth paying 
extra for quality products

70%

An essential guide on the latest food and drink options, gadgets and tech,  
online games, homes and interiors, as well as delivery services as well as  

health and wellness amenities.

The perfect meal starts with perfect cookware

Buy your kitchenware essentials and get 10% 
off your order using the code CHECKLIST10 
when prompted at circulon.uk.com

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN 
THE HOME COMFORTS OF 
CIRCULON COOKWARE. With 

over 30 years of unrivalled 

innovation and performance, 

and designed to help home 

chefs of all abilities create 

fabulously festive meals, 

Circulon is the perfect choice 

for the busy Christmas season. 

With features to help 

the everyday chef produce 

the healthiest or most 

indulgent meals, Circulon 

offers unparalleled cooking 

performance and non-stick 

durability. 

Each item of 

cookware and 

bakeware features the 

Total® hi-low groove 

non-stick system, 

which protects 

the majority of the 

cooking surface from 

utensil abrasion. This  

also means that less 

oil is needed as food 

releases from the textured surface with ease.  

It makes clean up effortless too.

Circulon are so confident about the  

quality of their products that they offer a  

lifetime guarantee; if you are not satisfied with  

the performance of their non-stick they will 

replace it free of charge.

Whether it’s a mid-week  

supper or a special dining 

occasion, food lovers everywhere 

trust Circulon to help them create 

the perfect dish for family and 

friends. The secret to stress free 

and enjoyable hosting is planning 

– and the perfect meal starts with 

the perfect cookware.

WITH HALF TERM ON THE HORIZON, Décopatch 

mini kits are perfect to banish boredom and keep 

the children amused.

Each kit contains everything your little one 

needs to unleash their creativity – a papier maché 

shape to decorate, two paper sheets, a pot of glue 

and a brush.  

Simple and easy for all ages – tear or cut the 

paper into small pieces, glue the surface of the 

shape, place a piece of paper on the glued part and 

give the placed paper a coat of glue. Repeat until 

the entire surface is covered. Quick drying glue 

A crafty way to 
inspire your children’s 
creative minds

For more information on this exciting 
craft  kit please visit decopatch.com

(30 minutes) sets to leave a shiny finish. Whether 

you choose a llama, unicorn, dinosaur, 

elephant, horse or butterfly, you will have your 

very own unique creation to treasure.

There is more to Décopatch than just cute 

animal kits; you can let your imagination and 

creativity run free with Décopatch’s full range 

of wild animals of many sizes. Some are up to 6 

feet tall, with over 200 different paper designs 

to choose from.

Décopatch items and papers are available in 

your local hobby and craft store.

WHATEVER YOUR QUESTION, experienced UK 

vets are available 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week, to give you clarity when you need it most. 

Over a video call, FirstVet vets can offer advice, 

simple treatment recommendations or, if you 

need it, refer you to your local veterinary clinic. 

Register your pet today By registering your 

pet in advance, you can get quick and easy help 

from our veterinarians when you need it most.

Low cost consultations, 24 hours a day The 

low-cost consultation fees range from £20 

during business hours to £30 out of hours. Our 

video chat consultations mean that everything 

is recorded for you. We give you the transcripts 

and medical journals so you always know what 

the plan is. FirstVet is completely independent 

and has a nationwide catalogue of veterinary 

clinics, so you can always meet the right 

veterinarian as soon as possible.

Take care of your pet with an experienced video vet

Download the FirstVet app for free today. Use the code CHECKLIST to receive a 
complimentary call with one of the licensed vets. Visit firstvet.co.uk for more information.

Sky-high savings on top quality cleaning products 
THERE’S NO BETTER TIME to get your  

home sparkling clean whilst we are staying 

indoors so much. 

Tower has been a trusted brand in British 

kitchens for over 100 years. With a new range of 

appliances, you can now rely on Tower for that 

hygienic deep clean throughout your home too.

As a special offer for At Home Checklist 

readers, Tower is offering a total discount of up 

to £250 across a range of floorcare and cleaning 

appliances, with free delivery.

The T146000SOL Carpet Washer is perfect  

for all carpet cleaning needs. It is lightweight, 

easy to use and ideal for homes with pets.  

When combined with Tower’s cleaning solution 

it deep cleans and kills 99.9% of bacteria as well 

as removing all odours. Save £100 off the RRP, 

now costing £89.99 plus a free litre of solution 

worth £19.99. Use code CLEAN100. 

The T113003 F1 PRO 3-in-1 Cordless Vacuum 

is ideal for everyday vacuuming with a 

55-minute run time. As a vacuum cleaner it 

is ultra lightweight and the flexi-pole makes 

easy work of vacuuming hard to reach places 

like under the sofa. It also transforms into a 

handheld vacuum ideal for stair cleaning, car 

interiors and upholstery. Save £120 off the RRP, 

now costing £79.99. Use code CLEAN120.

The lightweight T131000 Cordless Window 

Cleaner gives a streak-free clean to any  

glass surface – from windows and the shower 

screen to the oven door and car windscreen.  

It has a 30 minute run time and quick charge 

time. Save £30 off the RRP, now costing £19.99. 

Use code CLEAN30.

T146000SOL 

Carpet Washer

T113003 F1 PRO

 3-in-1 Cordless Vacuum

T131000 Cordless 

Window Cleaner

Visit towerhousewares.co.uk, follow  
the links and use the promotional codes  
in the checkout to claim the amazing 
discounts. Tower appliances are also 
available via Amazon.

RIGHT NOW, most of us are home, and Deezer 

wants to make sure you have the right tunes and 

podcasts to pass the time. So they’ve kicked off a 

new offer that lets you try Deezer Premium, Deezer 

Family and Deezer HiFi for free for three months.

With Deezer Premium, you don’t need to 

be connected to enjoy your favourite tracks. 

Download your music and take it from your 

morning run to dinner out with Deezer Premium. 

Available on all your devices, all the time, even 

without WiFi or 4G.

Deezer Family lets up to six people enjoy 

music, podcasts and live radio channels at the 

same time on multiple devices**. Family features 

include kids’ profiles with child friendly content 

for under 12-year-olds and a shared Family Mix 

Stream your favourite 
tunes at home for free

Discover playlists, podcasts and radio 
content. Subscribe at deezer.com and 
choose your plan.
** Connected devices can include mobile phones, tablets, personal 
computers, smart TVs and speakers, Amazon Alexa, Google Home 
and Facebook Portal

playlist that shuffles everyone’s favourite music.

With Deezer HiFi, you get uncompressed music 

files, which means lossless, CD quality music 

streaming - you’ll be able to experience music you 

love as if you were right in the recording studio.

All of Family and HiFi subscribers can access the 

entire library without any ads and also when offline. 

Even better, if you’re looking for playlists, 

podcasts and radio content designed specifically for 

your life on lockdown, check out Deezer’s “Stay at 

Home” channel.

Save 10% with the code CHECKLIST2020 
at stackmagazines.com

STACK DELIVERS A DIFFERENT independent 

magazine every month to thousands of 

readers around the world – you never know 

what you’ll get next but you do know it will be 

a beautiful, intelligent magazine you probably 

wouldn’t otherwise have come across. It’s the 

perfect gift for anyone who wants to broaden 

their horizons in 2021, and a great solution 

for those hard-to-buy-for, problem present 

people. In recent months Stack has delivered a 

wide range of small press magazines covering 

subjects like design, literature, photography, 

art and current affairs, all of them hand-picked 

to appeal to a broad audience of readers. 

Choose from a three-, six-, or 12-month 

A Stack of fun – surprise 
them with their favourite 
magazine subscription

subscription, and Stack will select the best 

independent titles to guarantee a fresh perspective 

you won’t find in the mainstream.

MANY PEOPLE HAVE 

rediscovered their homes 

during the last few weeks 

and months. Beautifying 

the garden or balcony, 

redesigning the home 

office or setting up new 

streaming devices. 

Places where you can 

keep in contact with 

loved ones via video 

calls, stream videos or 

just game. However, 

WiFi coverage doesn’t 

always reach that new favourite spot. 

The solution: devolo Magic WiFi

devolo cures weak WiFi! The magic-trick? devolo 

uses the building’s own power line to transmit 

data. The advantage is that a hotspot can be 

created at any power socket, thus ensuring that 

walls, ceilings and closed doors can no longer 

block the WiFi signal. 

Fully automated: devolo Magic installs itself

It may sound technical and complicated, but 

putting it into practice is easy. devolo Magic 

devolo Magic cures weak WiFi

Further information at devolo.co.uk

adapters are easy as pie to set up 

for use. Once you’ve plugged 

in the first adapter, all other 

adapters that are plugged in 

within the next two minutes 

are automatically connected 

to each other. The 

connection which  

is established is  

secure and protected  

from external access.

Finally WiFi anywhere!

This is how devolo Magic can guarantee super-fast 

WiFi. And how the new episodes of your favourite 

series as well as the eagerly awaited online game can 

finally stream and load without a hitch – driving off 

the bad mood and bringing back your shine.

CREATE A STATEMENT to your home décor 

with a unique rug. At The Rug Shop UK, they 

ensure that you will receive the rug which you 

have always wanted. With over 25,000 different 

carefully selected designs and colours for you 

to choose from, you definitely won’t miss out! 

The team has made selecting the right rug 

as easy as possible with a newly designed 

Just use the promo code RSOFF for a 30% 
discount online at therugshopuk.co.uk and 
for further information call 0113 887 9393 or 
email at sales@therugshopuk.co.uk 

webstore, ensuring all products are represented 

as accurately as possible by using professional 

photography and product videos, helping you to 

see the rug in as much detail as possible.

The Rug Shop UK stocks large variety of 

rugs such as wool, shaggy, stripped, modern 

contemporary or classic traditional styles 

including top designer brands such as 

Ted Baker, Calvin Klein, Orla Kiely, Louis De 

Poortere and many more. With an extensive range 

of rugs, you will be sure to find the right rug for 

your home! They will not only protect your hard 

flooring but will also unify the decor in a room.

You can buy with confidence as all prices are 

guaranteed to be the lowest online thanks to a 

price match promise and free delivery – there 

is no wonder why they are rated excellent by 

customers. The rugs are specifically created to  

suit any room and its theme, whether they are  

for adding splendour and style to your living 

room, a vintage rug to a bedroom or children’s 

rugs for a playroom. 

Cosy and luxurious Rabbit rugs for your home

Take a look at one of the number one best 

sellers, as highly recommended by some of the 

top lifestyle influencers  – The Rabbit Rug. Get the 

popular super soft Rabbit Rugs (120 X 170cm) in a 

colour of your choice (worth £169). 

Stay at home and invite nature in

Head to weareprobiotic.com/shop 
and use code HOME2020 to get 
20% off a year’s supply!

ARE YOU FED UP OF SPRAYING harsh cleaning chemicals around in an effort 

to stay healthy? Switch to an earth beneficial cleaning product that actively 

outcompetes germs, making your home more hygienic. There has never been 

a more pressing need to reconnect with nature so change the way you clean 

for a healthier home and a healthier planet.

To find a stockist or discover 
more visit pentel.co.uk

AS PARENTS, STUDENTS AND TEACHERS get 

set for the new term it’s important to choose 

the right equipment for making notes, writing 

essays and marking.

Traditional gel pens are often associated with 

smudging, which can make a mess on hands 

and paper – especially for left-

handed writers. EnerGel from 

Pentel is different; the smooth 

writing ink dries in seconds on 

most paper, for an improved 

writing experience.

EnerGel comes in a range of 

styles and tip sizes, and up to 12 

vivid colours – great for colour-

coding important points.

Most EnerGel pens are made 

using recycled material and 

many are refillable, including 

EnerGel X, a retractable pen 

Quick-drying EnerGel 
to reduce ink smudging

with a comfortable grip, which is 

made using 84% recycled material 

and is easily refillable.

EnerGel pens are widely 

available from all good 

stationery retailers.

At Home Checklist is an independent spread of advertorial from Hurst Media Company. While every care is taken in ensuring that the content is in compliance with the Advertising Standards Authority and The UK Code of Non-Broadcast Advertising and Direct & Promotional Marketing 
(CAP Codes), the publishers assume no responsibility in the effect rising therefrom, and readers are advised to seek professional advice before acting on any information.

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

To advertise with At Home Checklist, please call Hurst Media Company on 0203 478 6017

At Home Checklist is a full-colour, tabloid sized 

double-page spread of advertorial content 

published in the Weekend section of The Times.

With a 1m Saturday readership, of which 64% 

are in the AB social-economic profile, The 

Times boasts a wealthy readership with high 

disposable incomes. They have the spare 

money to spend on luxury items to maximise 

their enjoyment of day-to-day living.

Full of inspiration for those who are spending 

more time indoors, the At Home Checklist 
serves as an essential guide for readers on the 

latest food & drink options, gadgets & tech, 

online games, homes, DIY & interiors, as well as 

delivery services, entertainment and health & 

wellness amenities. 

Published on a Saturday, the At Home 
Checklist is the ideal shop window for 

brands and organisations to benefit from a 

mature readership who have more time to 

spend reading their newspaper, and a greater 

disposable income to spend on products and 

services.

• 26% of Times readers agree they love to 

buy new gadgets and appliances

• Readers of The Times are 25% more  

likely to mention ads when they talk  

about brands

• 55% of Times readers like to have 

technology that makes life easier at home

• The Times readers have an average family 

income of £55,885
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Quarter page

 Sixth page

Competition upgrade

£8,500

£6,750

£5,000

£1,000

RATE CARD

• 495,000 copies of The Times 
published on a Saturday

• 1,077,000 average print 
Saturday readership

• Distributed UK wide

DISTRIBUTIONDEMOGRAPHICS

AGE

15-34             7%

35-54                      20%

55-74                                                 48% 

75+                24%

GENDER

56% 44%

M
F

SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHIC

AB - 64%

C1 - 25%

DE - 5%
C2 - 7%

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE COMPETITION MEDIA PACK

PUBLISHED WITH  ON SATURDAYS

http://www.hurstmediacompany.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Competitions-published-with-the-national-press-and-Hurst-Media.pdf


At Home Checklist is advertorial content compiled by Hurst Media Company Ltd which takes sole 
responsibility for the content, but is published in The Times

All bookings are made subject to our Terms & Conditions of advertising, which are available here: 
hurstmediacompany.co.uk/hurst-media-advertising-terms

CONTACT DETAILS 
Hurst Media Company, United House, North Road, N7 9DP 
Company number: 08357910 VAT number: 161866882

MEDIA SALES 
Tel: 0203 478 6017 Fax: 0203 478 6018 
sales@hurstmediacompany.co.uk

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT 
Tel: 0203 770 4024 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk
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CHECKLIST

S T R I P

HEADLINE

120-150 words

i.e. Discount offer, website, phone, or social links

2 images + logo

60-80 words

i.e. Discount offer, website, phone, or social links

1 image + logo

Total word count

Call to action

Images

Total word count

Call to action

Images

STRIP Landscape: 268 x 42.5 mm HEADLINE Landscape: 132 x 42.5 mm

200-250 words 

i.e. Discount offer, website, 
phone, or social links

2 images + logo

Total word 
count

Call to 
action

Images

70-100 words 

i.e. Discount offer, website, 
phone, or social links

1 image + logo

Total word 
count

Call to 
action

Images

200-300 words 

i.e. Discount offer, website, 
phone, or social links

2-3 images + logo

Total word 
count

Call to 
action

Images

120-150 words 

i.e. Discount offer, website, 
phone, or social links

1-2 image + logo

Total word 
count

Call to 
action

Images

LAYOUT BELOW FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. EXACT LAYOUT SUBJECT TO CHANGE. LAYOUT BELOW FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. EXACT LAYOUT SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

SUPPLYING CONTENT

DESIGN PROCESS
• Once all material is submitted according to specification,  

Hurst Media will layout your advertorial within the pre-approved 
house style of the publication.

• Supplied copy will by subedited by Hurst Media's editorial team. 
Spelling, grammar and punctuation will also be corrected to the 
house style.

• Layouts may vary depending on style of images and/or text supplied.

APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
• Hurst Media will provide a PDF for client approval. 

• The client will have the option of two rounds of amendments  
before final approval is required. Please ensure any amendments are 
clear and concise.

• Approval is required within 48 hours.

• Please note that the newspaper must also approve all advertorials and 
they reserve the right to make changes or corrections to ensure copy 
passes their compliance standards.

IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS*

• CMYK images in JPEG, TIFF or PSD format. 

• All images are high resolution (at least 300dpi). 

• Please supply images at their original size and aspect ratio.  
We will crop images to an appropriate size when laying out  
your advertorial.

• Please do not supply images with any copy i.e. slogans on top. 

• We recommend supplying lifestyle images depicting your target 
audience, service or general message; or product shots.

COPY SPECIFICATIONS
• Total word count includes max. 10 words for headline and  

max. 20 words for a call to action.

• Hurst Media reserve the right to make changes, including 
grammatical changes and corrections to ensure supplied copy 
meets house style.

FILE TRANSFER WARNING: EMAIL ATTACHMENT LIMIT

Files less than 8mb (total attachment limit) can be emailed to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk. Larger files can be sent to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk via the free file sharing service 
wetransfer.com. Please clarify in your message your company name, 
publication, theme and on sale date as per your booking.

*  Image use subject to editorial discretion and may vary depending quality, size and layout. We cannot 
guarantee the quality of the final print for images supplied outside of these specifications. 

Bespoke advertorials (in which Hurst Media supplies the copy ONLY, and all images/logos are provided by the 
client) will be charged at a further 10%, or a one-off fee of £150, whichever is greater. 
 
Image sourcing conducted by Hurst Media on behalf of the client will be charged at a fee of £25. 


